
Come Rack Come Rope: A Captivating
Historical Novel by Robert Hugh Benson

Are you a history enthusiast looking for a compelling read? Do you want to
immerse yourself in a gripping tale of faith, love, and persecution? Look no further
than "Come Rack Come Rope" written by Robert Hugh Benson. In this article, we
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dive into the captivating world created by Benson and explore why this historical
novel has stood the test of time.

The Background

"Come Rack Come Rope" is set during the tumultuous period of Tudor England,
specifically the reign of Queen Elizabeth I. It is a story that takes us back to a
time when Catholics were persecuted for their beliefs, forced to practice their faith
in secret, and faced severe consequences if discovered.
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The Plot

The novel follows the lives of two main characters, Robin Audrey and Margaret
Clitherow. Robin is a young Catholic man dedicated to preserving his faith and is
embroiled in a clandestine plot to protect fellow Catholics during a time of
intensified persecution. Margaret, on the other hand, is a strong-willed Catholic
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woman who faces immense challenges as she boldly defends her faith, risking
her own life and the safety of her loved ones.

As the story unfolds, we witness the hardships, sacrifices, and resilience
displayed by these characters as they navigate a hostile society. Alongside their
personal struggles, "Come Rack Come Rope" provides a broader commentary on
religious freedom, loyalty, and the power of faith in the face of adversity.

The Author: Robert Hugh Benson

Robert Hugh Benson, an eminent English novelist and priest, penned "Come
Rack Come Rope" in 1912. Born into a prominent Anglican family, Benson's
conversion to Catholicism deeply influenced his works. Through his writing, he
explored themes of faith, conversion, and the clash between religious beliefs.

Why "Come Rack Come Rope" is Timeless

Benson's masterful storytelling and his ability to transport readers to a bygone era
make "Come Rack Come Rope" a timeless treasure. The novel offers a vivid
portrayal of Tudor England, capturing the fear, suspense, and danger that
Catholics faced on a daily basis. As readers, we are drawn into the emotional
journey of the characters, experiencing their triumphs and heartaches, and
reflecting on the universal themes of resilience and sacrifice that resonate with us
today.

In addition to its historical significance, "Come Rack Come Rope" serves as a
powerful reminder of the importance of religious tolerance and the dangers of
persecution. It prompts us to reflect on the value of freedom of belief and the
need to protect and defend it, even in the face of adversity.



"Come Rack Come Rope" is a captivating historical novel that transports readers
to a time of religious turmoil and persecution. Robert Hugh Benson skillfully
weaves a tale of faith, love, and courage that continues to captivate readers even
decades after its publication. If you are looking for an engrossing read that delves
into the depths of human resilience, "Come Rack Come Rope" is the perfect
choice.

So, grab a copy of this remarkable novel and prepare yourself for a journey back
in time, where the strength of one's belief meant risking it all. Allow Robert Hugh
Benson's words to transport you to the troubled era of Tudor England, where the
phrase "Come Rack Come Rope" represented the imminent danger faced by
Catholics and the indomitable spirit within their hearts.
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This book was converted from its physical edition to the digital format by a
community of volunteers. You may find it for free on the web. Purchase of the
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